
 

Google+ Social Media Marketing Post-Campaign Report 

Campaign overview: The Google+ campaign for Kossine spanned over a period of 5 weeks 

from 12th April to 16th May. The key objective of the campaign was to establish Kossine’s 

social media presence, engage its current clientele online and attract new customers. We 

planned the posts in the beginning of each week and posted the content within the most active 

time range of 18:00 to 00:00. The Competition and Quiz questions were first prepared by us 

then were validated by Kossine’s professors. Constant meetings were held with the officials 

of Kossine to finalize Hangout dates and topics. We had numerous brainstorming sessions to 

formulate our strategies for the week and subsequently prepare posts. Course details posts 

were meticulously documented and were posted after permission from Kossine’s officials. 

Week 1: Our campaign head-started with company’s description post and a video 

highlighting Kossine’s rebranding. The profile photo and company details were updated. A 

Quiz question was posted everyday with the hashtag #KossQuiz. TechNewz Community was 

created wherein latest technical news were posted. Jokes with reference to programming were 

posted with the hashtag #JokeOfTheDay. After crossing 50 followers, we came up with our 

first Hangout which featured the founder of Kossine, who answered career counselling and 

company related questions. As slated, a practice competition was held acquainting the 

participants with the concept of a virtual treasure hunt. Subsequently, a Poll was conducted to 

judge user’s reaction. 

Week 2: This week saw an addition of quotes to posts with the hashtag #QuoteOfTheDay 

and some intriguing facts with the hashtag #JustAnotherFact.  A post highlighting the list of 

courses provided by Kossine was posted. The Hangout was conducted on Machine Learning 

by the CEO of Kossine. This Hangout saw an upsurge in the number of participants (i.e. 9). 

Week 3: The aim of our campaign in Week 3 was to engage followers through the 

competition and establish Kossine's reputation through courses and testimonial posts in the 

Circles created (Potential Customers, Kossinites). We planned to conduct this week’s 

Hangout based on customer votes for which a Poll was conducted. As Big Data won the 

maximum votes, a Hangout based on this topic was conducted by Kossine’s professor. Tech-

Hunt rules and regulations, scholarship amount etc. was posted following which the much 

awaited competition was conducted. Immediately, a Poll was conducted to gauge the 

difficulty level. This week’s spike in the number of followers from 102 to 248 can be 

accredited to Tech Hunt and the Big Data Hangout. 



 

Week 4: This week’s spotlight was accentuating Kossine to the hilt by posting exclusive 

course-description posts since we had crossed the 300 followers mark. The CODE START 

Community featured class photographs and testimonials of current students. The aim of this 

Community was to break the stereotype that coding is not meant for high school students.  

KossinEnvironment Community exhibited class photographs and Kossine’s infrastructure. 

We continued with our daily posts. The IOT Hangout was broadcasted this week. We swiftly 

adapted to the schedule of ongoing exams and postponed Tech-Hunt to the 5th week. 

Week 5: In this week, our priority was to commercialize the courses offered by Kossine. To 

do so, we posted testimonials of ex-students to manifest how the courses succored them. The 

rescheduled Tech-Hunt was conducted. Quotidian posts were posted on the company’s page. 

Hangout On Air was conducted on gaming, featuring an employee of Gameloft (alumni of 

Kossine). By the culmination of the campaign, number of followers had skyrocketed to 328. 

Key Results: The G+ 

campaign kicked off 

successfully on 12th April 

and we aimed to acquire 80 

followers (7% of the total 

followers on Kossine’s 

Facebook page). The goals 

for various actions on posts 

were an average of 5 +1’s, 

3 comments and 2 re-

shares. To achieve the 

preset goals, we started off 

by concurrently posting on 

Facebook and integrating a 

button on Kossine’s website 

to redirect users to the G+ 

Page. Table 1 shows the 

preset goals and the final 

result of the campaign as 

recorded on 16th of May 

(last day of campaign). We reached our target of 80 followers in the first 9 days.  

                         Table 1: Campaign Metrics 

 

WEEK 
 

GOAL 

 

RESULT 

1. 

 

(04/12-

04/18) 

 15 posts 

 Average 4 +1’s 

 Average 2 

comments 

 Average 1 re-

shares 

 46 posts 

 567+1’s (avg 14.17) 

 71 comments 

 76 shares 

 243 Views-Hangout 

1 

2. 

 

(04/19-

04/25) 

 15 posts 

 Average 4 +1’s 

 Average 3 

comments 

 Average 2 re-

shares 

 28 posts 

 383+1’s (avg 13.67) 

 55 comments 

 44 shares 

 231 Views-Hangout 

2 

3. 

 

(04/26-

05/02) 

 16 posts 

 Average 6 +1’s 

 Average 2 

comments 

 Average 1 re-

shares 

 51 posts 

 786+1’s (avg 15.41) 

 49 comments 

 95 shares 

 219 Views-Hangout 

3 

4. 

 

(05/03-

05/09) 

 16 posts 

 Average 5 +1’s 

 Average 2 

comments 

 Average 2 re-

shares 

 52 posts 

 826 +1’s (avg 15.88) 

 45 comments 

 34 shares 

 71 Views-Hangout 4 

5. 

 

(05/10-

05/16) 

 12 posts 

 Average 5 +1’s 

 Average 2 

comments 

 Average 2 re-

shares 

 59 posts 

 812 +1’s (avg 13.76) 

 53 comments 

 45 shares 

 154 Views-Hangout 

5 
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Propelled by the extraordinary response in the initial stages, we cashed in on the opportunity 

to engage the followers and increased the number of posts per week from 15 to 40-50. The 

spotlight of the campaign was the weekly Hangouts, which served the purpose of being 

extremely educational, interactive and beneficial for the students. The ripple effect caused by 

these Hangouts can be quantified in terms 

of 918 views, 23 likes and a total increase 

of 21 subscribers on the YouTube page. 

To further promote Kossine among school 

and college students, 2 Contests were held 

on G+ page to award scholarships 

utilising the hashtag(#KossQuiz) and 

Google Forms. The competition week saw 

a spike in the number of followers (from 100 to 250) as shown in Graph 1. Surveys and polls 

constantly monitored user reaction. Since posts with photos recorded more interactions, the 

majority of our posts contained rich media. Adobe Photoshop was extensively used to design 

appealing posters. The 2 communities (TechNewz and Kossinites) created were also a 

success among followers with 33 and 36 members respectively. The user activity peaked in 

the last 2 weeks when testimonials and promotional posts were uploaded, recording 819 +1’s 

and 49 comments. The majority of our followers were in our target audience age range of 18-

24 as inferred from My Insights page. To sum it up, the G+ page received an overall number 

of 3,374 +1’s and 273 comments and 328 followers during the campaign window. Our 

achievements exceeded our expectations. This feat was highly appreciated by our client.  

Conclusion: The Google+ Campaign for Kossine moved the needle for Kossine in social 

media. The number of followers burgeoned rapidly and transcended our expectation. The 

followers +1’d, commented and shared many of the posts, participated in the competitions 

and asked questions in Hangout On Air which manifested customer engagement. The 

targeted posts on Kossine’s G+ page helped to cater to its right audience and exhibited what 

it had in store. Daily posts about upcoming technologies, jokes, quizzes and technical facts 

kept the users engaged. The posts on its page and in Circles (Kossinites, Potential Customers) 

enthralled its current customers and attracted new customers respectively. Hangouts On Air 

had proficient experts from the coaching institute’s faculty to mentor and assist young minds. 

Through the community of CODE START, we focused on children studying in 8th-12th. Thus, 

we served to a larger clientele and the managers of Kossine got a better idea about customers’ 



 

needs and desires. Therefore, we can infer that the campaign was a humongous success and 

an eye-opener for Kossine to continue exploiting the limitless potential of this platform. 

Future Recommendations for Client’s G+ Presence: As the campaign surpassed our 

expectations, we recommend Kossine to continue using G+ as a platform to engross its 

existing customers and expand its customer base. As the company specializes in teaching 

computer courses, G+ serves as a befitting platform to showcase its professor’s expertise 

through educational Hangouts. The broadcasted Q&A sessions seized the attention of 

hundreds on YouTube (our 5 campaigns accumulated a total of 918 views) indirectly 

expanding Kossine’s reach. We recommend the use of ScreenShare in Hangouts on Air to 

make the Hangout even more edifying and persistently organize competitions that award 

scholarships as it incentivizes both the existing as well as potential customers to connect with 

Kossine. We suggest posting more course description posts about its existing and upcoming 

courses with a link to its website. A glimpse of its latest infrastructure and posts highlighting 

professor’s experience in KossinEnvironment Collection should be posted to attract a horde 

of clientele. Videos showcasing classroom activity should also be posted. To engage users 

and render services online through G+, we exhort Kossine to keep encouraging doubts and 

incite discussions in its Kossinites Community. To reach a wider audience, we recommend 

synergizing AdWords with G+ with sitelinks leading to the G+ Page and Ads tailored to 

events like Hangout and Contests.  

Future Recommendations for G+: Google+ is a well-developed and widely used social 

media platform, but like any platform it has some prominent cons. The number of followers 

in Google+ page doesn’t get updated in real time and there is a window of at least 24 hours 

before the changes are visible in the page. Some of the great features of Google+ like Poll, 

photo tagging and Events are not available in the newer version of G+ due to which we had 

to switch constantly between the classic G+ and the newer version. This is a cumbersome 

process and can be easily solved by integrating these features in the new G+. One of the 

major problems we faced was in Hangout On Air for which the ‘Start Broadcast’ button was 

not visible for 3 out of 5 Hangouts conducted, and subsequently a new Event had to be made 

and links were updated. The switching of screens based on voice detection has some serious 

technical glitches and tweaks may improve its functioning. The Insights on My Business page 

does not provide real time updates due to which some important decisions regarding posts 

had to be deferred. All that being said, Google+ is unique and fun to use because of its 

distinctive features which no other social media platform provide. 


